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The SAIN approximation scheme introduced by Deutsch and Morris [l-3] 
may be stated as follows: 
SAIN APPROXIMATION SCHEME. Suppose M is a dense subset of a normed 
linear space X and {x1*,..., ’ x,*) IS a$nite subset of the dual X” of X. Given 
x E X, approximate it by an m E Mfor which xi*m = xi*x (i = I,..., n) and 
llmil = llxll. 
The SAIN approximation problem is to determine what n-tuples of linear 
functionals x1*,..., x,* will be such that any x E X may be approximated 
arbitrarily closely by an nz E A4 under the SAIN approximation scheme. 
Equivalently, for what n-tuples of linear functionals does a Weierstrass 
theorem hold for the SAIN approximation scheme? 
Several authors have contributed to solving the SAIN approximation 
problem, both in abstract and concrete spaces (e.g., [5, 6, 8-10, 121). We 
consider the SAIN approximation problem in the concrete space of all 
continuous functions on a compact interval, where we take the dense subset M 
of C[a, b] to be the polynomials 17. The result obtained can be generalized 
to some other dense subspaces M of C[a, b], some cases of which will be 
given below. 
Even though the proof below is more complex, the characterization 
obtained for the solution of the SAIN approximation problem is as simple 
as that of the related OSAS approximation problem dealt with by the author 
[7] earlier. The compendium of the results below is stated in Theorem 2, 
located at the end of Section 3. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
In their fundamental paper [2], Deutsch and Morris observed that one 
obtained an affirmative answer to the SAIN approximation problem on 
C(T), T compact Hausdorff, whenever M was a dense subalgebra of C(T) 
and the linear functional side conditions were all point evaluations. We 
rephrase their result as Proposition A below. Though most recent work on 
the SAIN approximation problem has not dealt directly with function spaces, 
one exception is an interesting result obtained by kambert f9] which we give 
as Proposition C. 
The goal of this paper is to study the SAIN approximation problem for 
the special case of T being a compact interval and M the polynomials. The 
characterizations obtained are useful and easy to apply in concrete problems. 
LEMMA A [I I, 41. If x* is a bounded linear functional on C(T), T compact 
Hausdorfl, then there exist positive linear functionals II*, v* on C(T) such that 
A-* = I{* - v*, 11 x* 11 = 11 u* / + II v* j’. 
Furthermore the u*; v* are uniquely defined by the x*. 
LEMMA B [I 1,4]. If x* is a [positive] IinearfuPzctional on C(T), then there 
exists a$nite [positive] Borel measure p such that 
We recall that by the support of a bounded linear functional X* we mean 
the support of the finite Bore1 measure ,u representing x*. 
DEFINITIQN 1. We say that a linear functional x” has Jinitely atomic 
support (is purely finitely atomic) in case the associated Bore1 measure is 
(i) purely atomic, and (ii) has at most a finite number of atoms. 
PROPOSITION A [2]. Suppose M is a dense subalgebra of C(T), T compact 
Wausdorfl. If x1*,..., x,* each havejinitely atomic support; then given fE C(T) 
aizd E > 0 arbitrary there is an m E Ii/r such that xi*m = xi*f (i = I:..., n), 
j/ m /I = llfjl, and IIf-- m iI < E. 
LEMMA C [4]. Suppose X is a normed linear space, (cl ,,.., c,> arbitrary 
scalars, (x1*,..., x,*) ajinite subset of the dual X”; and X > 0. Then for any 
E > 0, there exists an x E X such that 
xi*x = c, (i = l,..., 73) and ij x/i < A f E, (1) 
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for all (Y = (01~ ,..., w.,) E R’“. 
At times a slightly stronger result is desired than Lemma C, which we can 
get using Yamabe’s theorem [13]: 
LEMMA D (Yamabe’s theorem). Suppose M is a dense convex subset of a 
normed linear space X. For x1*,..., x,* E X*, E > 0, and x E X there is an 
m EM such that xi*m = xi*x (i = l,..., n) and I/ x - m [j < E. 
LEMMA E. If M is a dense subspace of X, under the hypotheses of Lemma C 
there exists an m E M such that 
xi*m = ci (i = I,..., n) and I/ml/ <X+c (3) 
if and only if (2) holds. 
PROPOSITION B [6]. Suppose M is a dense subspace of a normed linear 
space X. If x1*,..., x, * E X* and x E X\M are such that there exists an m E M 
such that 
x$*m = xi% (i = l,..., n) and II m II < II x II 
then given E > 0 arbitrary there is an r E M such that 
xi% = xi*x (i = l,..., n), 
Ii r I/ < II X II and I/ x - r jj < E. 
PROPOSITION C [9]. Suppose f E C(T), T compact Hausdorfl If f attains 
its norm at mostfinitely often on T, then given any linearfunctionals xl*,..., x,* 
on C(T), any E > 0 and any dense subalgebra M of C(T), there exists an m E M 
such that 
xi*m = xi*f (i = l,..., n), 
(4) 
II ‘n II = llfll and IV- m II < E. 
Current terminology is to say that the triple (C(T), M, (x1*,..., x,*>) 
has property SAIN if and only if the conclusion (4) above holds for some 
m = m(c) E M, for any E > 0 and f E C(T) arbitrary. 
DEFINITION 2. Suppose X is a normed linear space, and M a dense subset 
of X. A linear functional x* E X* is said to be a SAINfunctionai in case the 
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triple (X, M, x*) has property SAIN. A finite sequence x1*,..., x,* is said 
to be a SAIN sequence in case every x E (xl* ,.~., xni’> is a SAIN functional, 
where (x1*,..., x,*) is the linear span of x1*,..., x7,*. 
Remark 1. A necessary condition that a triple (X, PvYF, (x1*,..., x,*1) have 
property SAIN holding is that the sequence x1*,..., .x,* be a SAIN sequence. 
We investigate the converse of this statement below. 
We will use the notation B to denote the cone of positive linear fimctionak 
defined on a function space. supp x* will designate the support of the 
functional x”. We will also designate the u*[v*] of Lemma A by x+* or 
(x*)+ [x-” or (x*)-l and call it the positive (resp. negative) part of x*. 
xB will denote the characteristic function of the subset 3 of [n, b]. The norm 
used in Euclidean space [WY will be &-norm: 
DEFINITION 3. If x E X and x* E X*, x* is said to be nonextremai with 
respect to x in case I x*x j < II x* 11 1 x 11. A finite sequence xl*,~.., x,* of 
linear functionals is said to be nonextvemal with respect to x in case every 
nonzero x” E (x1*,..., x,“) is nonextremal with respect to X. A sequence 
x1*,..., x, * is said to be nonextvemal in case it is nonextremal with respect to 
every nonzero x E X. 
LEMMA I. 1f x1*,..., xn* are linearly independezt linear f~nction~~s no~z- 
extremal with respect to an x E X, then gilten E > 0 arbitrary there is an m E M 
slrch thnl 
x,*m = xi*x (i = I,..., II), 
i$mll <//Xi; ad I~x-1172; <E, 
wheneaer M is n dense subspace of the novmed linear space X. 
ProqC Let S = (x” E <x1*,..., x,“); 1, x* 11 = 1 j. Then the expression 
is a continuous function of x* E S, and stricted bounded above by 1 for every 
x* E S. But S is compact, so (5) must attain its supremum. Hence there is a 
0 < h < I such that I x:fl < X [I x* 11 iifil holds for all x* E (xl*,.~., x,*)\{O), 
The conclusion now follows from Lemma E and Proposition B. 
COROLLARY 1. If M is a dense subspace of a normad linear space X and 
x1*,..., x, * is a nonextuemal SAM sequence on X, then the triple 
(X, 191, {xi*,.~~, x,*j) bus property SAIN. 
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We recall that to show property SAIN holds foratriple (X,M,{x,*,...,x,*}), 
it suffices [2] to show that given E > 0 andfE X arbitrary that there exists a 
p EM for which xi*p = xi*f (i = I,..., n), J/p/j < //f/l and /f--p I/ < E. 
We use x* 0 xA to denote the restriction of x* to C[A], i.e., (x* 0 x,&f) = 
x*&J) for anyfE C[a, b]. 
2. C[a,b] AND IT: SIJFFJCIENCX 
LEMMA 2. If [a, b] is a compact interval and x* a bounded linear functional 
on C[a, b], then x* is a SAIN functional (with respect to X = C[a, b] and 
M = Ii’) if and only if either 
(i) x* has$niteIy atomic support, or 
(ii) x* E i.9’ and supp x” = [a, b], or 
(iii) supp xf * n suppx-* f rzr. 
Proof. If neither (i), (ii), nor (iii) hold, necessarily x* = x+* - x-* 
with supp x+* disjoint from supp x- *. By Urysohn’s lemma we may con- 
struct a continuous function g on [a, b] so that g(x) = 1 on supp x+*, -1 on 
supp x- *, and 1 g(x)J < 1 otherwise. If p ED is such that x*p = x*g, 
necessarily x+*p = x+*g and x-*p = x-*g. At most one of x+*, x-* may 
be purely finitely atomic and neither has support all of [a, b]. Suppose that 
x+* is neither purely finitely atomic nor the zero linear functional on C[a, b]. 
But then any p E 17 such that xi-*p = x+*g = [I x+* // must be one on a set 
of positive measure, whence necessarily identically one on [a, b]. If 
supp x-* # izr , I/ g - p/j >, 2 and done. Thus we may suppose supp x-* = o . 
Since supp x+* # [a, b], let t E [a, b]\supp x+* and define a continuous 
h E C[a, b] so that h = 1 on supp x f*, -1 at t, and so that I h(x)! ,< 1 
elsewhere on [a, b]. Then as above any p E IiY such that x+*p = x+*h = 
11 x+* I/ must be one on a set of positive measure, and so 11 p - h /I 3 2. 
Conversely, (i) is a special case of Proposition A, while (ii) and (iii) are a 
special case of Proposition B, for if (ii), 1 x*fl = I/ x* II if and only if 
f = II ~fl, and if (iii), x* does not attain its norm on C[a, b]. 1 
LEMMA 3. Suppose x1*,.,., x,* is a SAIN sequence in C[a, b]. Then there 
are at most finitely many t E [a, b] such that e, , x1*,..., x,* is not a SAIN 
sequence in C[a, b], where e, is point evaluation at t. 
ProoJ: By induction. By Lemma 2, an x* is not a SAIN functional if and 
only if supp xx # [a, b], supp x+* n supp x-* = m, and x* does not have 
purely finitely atomic support. Suppose n = 1. If x* E (et, x1*> is not a 
SAIN functional, necessarily x* = et + &x1* for some 6 E R. If supp x1* = 
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En, b], so is supp x*, and if x1* is purely finitely atomic so is x*. Hence 
suppose that supp x:* n supp x;* f m. In order for xx not to be a SAIN 
functional it is necessary that supp x+* n supp x-* = O, whence clearly 
we must have supp x:* n supp x;* = (t>, a singleton set. Thus if n = I, 
at most one t E [a, b] may exist so that e, , xl* is not a SAIN sequence. 
Suppose valid for it = k. In order that an x* E (et, x1*,..., x$+~) not to be 
a SAIN linear functional, except for finitely many t E [a, b], necessarily 
x* = [,e, + tlxl* + I.* + f,+,x,*,, , no Sj = 0. Since x1*,...> xtl is a 
SAIN sequence, in order for x* not to be a SAIN functional it is necessary 
that {t) = supp(f,x,* -1 ... $ .$k+lxl+l)+ n supp(5,x,* + ... + 5,+,x,“;_J- 
and that t is an atom of tlxl* + ..* + l,+,x,“,, . We therefore consider 
functionals of the form x:+~ + y*, y* E (x1* ,..., xk*). Suppose t, , t, . . . . 
in [a, b] and y,*, JQ*,... in (x1*,..., xr*> are such that supp(xz+;, f yl*)+ n 
SUPPC&, *Y?- = {h>, SUPP(X~+, + Ye*)+ n SUPPK+, + Ye*)- = @ZL 
and that moreover tl is an atom of xz+1 + yl*, t, is an atom of xz+1 + yZ*, etc. 
Since dim(xl*,..., xk*) = k < -j-co, at most k of the yl*, y2*,... are linearly 
independent; suppose yl*,..., y,* are. Suppose YZ+~ = CX~Y~” + ..I + ac,y,*. 
At least one of the coefficients oli is not zero; suppose 01~ # 0. Since 
* * - xk+1 + Yk+l - X&l - - 0l,y,* f LX~Y~* f ... $ 0l,y,* is such that supp(~$+~ f 
yz+:+3+ n su~p(x&~ + yi+‘,3- = (tkfl}, either tk+l is some t, ),.., t, or else none 
of the 1 1 )...j t,< is an atom of x;C+1 + 01~y~* + 1.. + ~+y,~*. But each tj is an 
atom of x& f yj*, whence necessarily‘ each t; is also an atom of 
ollyl* * *.. + (c+ - 1) yj* + ... + ol,y,*, and in fact necessarily of 
%Yl : * - ... _ ~j-lyj*_l ~ ~j;,yj*,l + "* ~ OlkYk", and hence of at least one 
of the yi*? i # j, which has a nonzero coefficient 01~ . On the other hand t,_, 
is an atom of x,“;, + 01~y~* + ... + c+yb*, so tk+l is an atom of either x&l 
or some yi*. If t,,+, is an atom of x,*,, , then tkil not being an atom of 
x$+1 + yj* for every j = l,..., k implies that tkil has to be an atom sf 
every yj”. Rence tk+l is an atom of some yi*. By the pigeon-hole principle, 
two of the t, ,..., t,,,, have to be atoms of the same yi*, for some i = l,...) k. 
Suppose Ed, t,+l are atoms of yl*. Then x& + yl” not having tk+l as an 
atom implies tk+, must be an atom of x$ , and hence ofeveryyi*, i = I,..., k. 
Similarly, for every EL. > k + 1, t, must be an atom of x& , and hence of 
every yi*, i = I,..., k. Thus, we may decompose x* as 
where w* does not have any of the tkfl , tktf ,... as atoms. Similarly, we must 
have, for each i = I,..., k + 1, 
Yi” = f tkuet, +zi*, Pi& f 0 for all JLC, 
iL=k;l 
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and in fact necessarily pi,+ = & for every p 
tk,l > Ek+2 >*.- is an atom of zi*. But then 
and i, where none of the 
and if we set z* = ct, adzi*, none of the tk+l , t,,, ... can be an atom of z*. 
But then each of the tk+2, tk+%,... is also an atom of y&I) while not of 
x:+1 + Yk*+1 > so necessarily &=I CQ$, being the coefficient of t, in J$+~, 
must be the negative of the coefhcient of f, in x:+~, for each y 3 k + 2, 
whence necessarily &, 01~ = - 1. But then tk+l is not an atom of x,*,, + J$+~ 
either, a contradiction. Thus there can be at most finitely many values of 
t E [a, b] such that supp(x$, + y*)+ n supp(xz+, + y*)- = (f>, y* being in 
(x1*,.*.3 x:+1>. I 
COROLLARY 2. Sqqmse xl*,..., x,* is a SAIN sequence in C[Q, b], and 
a < t, < t, < --- -c t, < b. If a < t1 and t, < b, there exist sequences 
xi,, , yi,n such that 
(0 a < x7 -=c t1 < Yl,n < x2,n < t2 -=c Y2.7) -c ... 
< XtL,, < L < yz1.v < b, 
(ii) qn /’ ti (i = l,...: n), 
(iii) yi,n L ti (i = l,..., Iz), (6) 
(iv) 1 ti - ~i,~ 1 = j ti - yi,, 1 = 17 (i = I,..., II), and 
(v) e,l,li, eV1,,, ..., ezzLJ , eg,,?, x1* ,..., x,* is a SAINsequence on C[a, b]. 
If a = t, , (6) is valid with the sequence x~,~ deleted; if t, = b, (6) is valid 
with the sequence yza,o deleted. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose x1* ,..., x,* are linearly independent linear functionals 
on C[a, b]. Then at most$nitely many t E [a, b] exist so that et , x1*,..., x,* 
are not linearly independent on C[a, b]. 
Proof. Suppose .not, and let t,, t, ,... in [a, b], &,$E R be such that 
et. = CT=, .&xi*. Let & = (&,$ , f2,j ,..., E,,J E R”. Since the et, , et2 ,,., are 
linearly independent on C[a, b], necessarily the &E. UP are also. But there 
can be at most n linearly independent & E W, a contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 5. Sqyose x,*,...,x,* are linearly independent linear f&tctionals 
on C[a, b]. Suppose m ED, j\ m jl < 1, and let ci = x+*m (i = l,..., n). Then 
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there exists a T > 0 such that d E R”, Ij d - c [i < T implies there exists an 
I’ E 17for which both /I r /j < 1 and xi*r = di . 
Proof. By Lemma C there exists an 17 < 1 for which 
y hypothesis, /I C olixi* /I = 0 if and only if a: = 0. Hence, if 
CT = min{/I C olixi* 11; 01 E R”, [j cx I[ = 11, and T < (1 - ~)o/n, then if d E W 
is such that /I c - d 11 < 7, 
But the continuous function 
attains its norm on the compact set (a E Rn; // x /I = 11, whence there is an 
3’ < 1 such that 
y Lemma E there is then an r E II such that xi% = di (i = I,..., n) and 
Ii r:/ 6 1. 1 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose et1 ,..., etU , x1* ,..., x,* are linearly independent on 
@[a, b]. Then there exists a positive constant r such that given any d E W having 
norm less than TG there is an m E IT for which 
(i) m(tJ = 0 (j = l,..., u), 
(ii) xi*m = di (i = I,..., n), and 
(iii) 11 yfz 11 < 0. 
Proof. By Lemma 5 there is an s ~17 for which s(tJ = 0 (j = I,..., u): 
xi*s = di (i = l,..., n), and jj s jj -=c 1 whenever /I d 11 < 7, d E I?‘” (take the 
zero polynomial for m in the hypotheses of Lemma 5). Hence, for u > 0, 
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m = G,S satisfies (7) for the data od, I/ d/I < 7. But (od; j/ d 11 < T> = 
{d; 11 dlj < TO}. Since II m jl = u 11 s I/ < 0, the conclusion follows. 1 
LEMMA 6. Suppose e, , x,” ,..., x,* is a SAIN sequence on C[a, b]. Let 
w.* = xi* 0 ~[~,~l\{~) = xi* - xi* 0 ~(~1 , i = l,..., n. Then wl* ,..., w,* is also 
a’SAIN sequence on C[a, b]. 
ProoJ Each wi* is a linear combination of e, and xi*, whence 
<w1*,..., w,*) C (et, x1* ,..., x, *). By hypothesis any x* E (et, x1*,..., x,*)\(O) 
is a SAIN functional; hence any X* E (wl*,..., w,*)\(O) must also be a SAIN 
functional, whence wl*,..., w,* is a SAIN sequence on C[a, b]. 1 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose et1 ,..., etU, xl* ,..., x,* is a SAIN sequence on 
c[U, bl. If wi* = xi* 0 X[&]\(t, ..., t,) , then wl* ,..., w,* is also a SAIN 
sequence on C[a, b]. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose et1 ,..., et, , x1* ,..., x,* is a SAIN sequence on C[a, b]. 
Suppose x1*,..., x,* isnonextremalon C[a, b]\l’I. Zfwi* = xi* 0 x[~,J\(~,,...,~,} , 
then wl*,..., w,* is also nonextremal. 
ProoJ If not, suppose f E C[a, b]\17, llfil = 1 and w* E (wl*,..., w,*), 
11 w* 11 = 1, are such that j w*f j = 1. By Corollary 4, w* is a SAIN functional 
on C[a, b]. Since f f &II, w* cannot be a positive or negative linear 
functional having support [a, b]. Since ( w*f\ = 11 w* /(, necessarily 
supp w+* n supp w-* = ia. By Lemma 2, necessarily w* is finitely purely 
atomic, whence the x* E (x1*,..., x,*) such that w* = x* 0 X[&]\{t,,...,t,} 
must also have finitely purely atomic support. But then x* is not non- 
extremal for C[a, b]\ll; a contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 8. Suppose x1*,..., x,* are linearly independent linear functionals 
on C[a, b], and that ti , x~,~ , yi,V (i = 1,. .., u) are sequences of points in [a, b] 
such that xi,, /I ti , yi,n I ti as 77 + 0+ (i = l,..., u). Then either et1 ,..., etU ,
x1*,..., x, * are linearly dependent or else 
lim inf min 
WOf (YE R”+2u II (53) 
lhlI=l 
is strictly positive. 
Proof. By Lemma 4, at most finitely many points t E [a, b] exist for which 
* et , xl ,..., x,* are linearly dependent. Let B1 be the set of these points. Then, 
for tl $ B1 , at most finitely many points t E [a, b] exist for which e, , et, , 
* Xl ,.-,xn * are linearly dependent. Let B, be this set. In this manner we obtain 
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finite sets B, , B, ,..., B, for which et, ,..., etU , 3c1* ,..., x,* are linearly inde- 
pendent whenever t, $ B, , t, $k B, ,..., and t, $ U . Avoiding these ~‘finite~yq9 
many) points, without loss of generality suppose that v1 > 0 is such that 
ezl 9 ,..., ell, 7) , xi * ,..., X, * are linearly independent whenever 0 < T < qI . 
&tit then et: ,..., etu , xl* ,..., x,* are linearly dependent if and only if 
mys /I !l vi* f Y wt, /i = 0, 
i=n+1 ,a 
whence by continuity of the expression (8) in the 2n-variables x1,,, ,..~, JJ~,~ )
the expression (8) attains its minima for some Q over the range 0 ri \%- < 
But 0 < Q < Q implies the expression (8) is strictly positive. 
An application of Lemmas 5 and 8 now yields 
COROLLARY 5. Suppose et, ,..., e,u , x1* ,..., x,* are linearly independent 
function& on C[a, b]. Suppose x{,~ , yi,n me as above. Suppose m EM> 
// m 1, < I. Then there exists apositive constant 17” such that we may choose the 
7 > 0 independent of 0 < 7 < r~” so that given 0 < T < 7” and d E W, 
/I d - c ,I < T there is an r = r(r, d) E lTfov which 
(i) xi*r = xi*m + di (i = l,..., n), 
Cii> +G,~) = m(xi,J (i = I,..., u), 
(iii> Qi,,> = m(yd (i = I,..., u), and 
(iv) 11 r ~1 < 1, 
where c = (cl ,..., c,), ci = xizm (i = l,..., n). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose f E @[a, b]\II> iif~l = 1. Suppose x1*,..., x,* is a 
SAIN sequence in C[a, b] which is nonextremal on C[a, b]\II. If et1 ,..., et, , 
* x1 ‘.~.) x, * is a SAIN sequence in C[a, b], then giveuz E > 0 arbitrary there is a 
p E IT for which 
(i) x,*p = xi*f (i = I,..., n), 
(ii) p(tJ = f(tJ (j = I,..., u), 
(iii) :!p !j = Ijfi’, and 
69 IIS-PII -c E. 
Proof. Let wi* = xi* 0 ~t~,~l,f~, ,... t,j . By Corollary 4, wl* ,... r w,* is a 
SAIN sequence on C[a, b]. By Lemma 7, wl*,..., w,* is nonextremal for 
C[a, b]\.U. By Lemma 1, given E > 0 there is an m E I7 for which 
wi*m = wi*f, (i = l,..., n) 
I’ m II -=I llf II and Ilf- ml1 < e/4. 
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For 0 < t < f, = min[l ti - tj 1; i, j = l,..., U, i # j]/2, consider functions 
g, defined as 
gm = i?Wi) - mcti - 0)(x - .fi> +f(ti>, if x E [ti - E, ti] 
= S-Ym(ti + 0 -.f(td)(x - h> +f(ti>, if x E [ti , td + [] 
= m(x), otherwise. 
For 0 < 5 < f,, likewise define T* = {x E [a, b]; 1 x - t 1 < 5 for some t E Tj, 
T being {tl ,..., t,>. Also let I& , y$ denote the linear functionals 
& = xi* ’ ?&,bl\T~ 3 
Since the measure of T,\T tends to zero as c + Of, 11 Y$~ // -+ 0, and hence 
* qg -+ wi*, as ,$ + Of. Since g, and m differ at most on T( only, 
= v,?gm + yzFCg, -+ wi*m, as f -+ 0. 
By Corollary 2, let x~,~ , yi,V be sequences of points in [a, b] satisfying (6), 
with (v) replaced by 
(v’) e,l,n ,..., eyu,n, et, ,..., etu, x1*,..., x,* (9) 
is a SAIN sequence on C[a, b]. 
We now establish several technical results before completing the proof 
of Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 9. Under the notation above, suppose m’ ED, jj m’ 11 < 1. Then 
there exists an Q, > 0 such that, for 0 < 77 < q,, , there exists a q = q(T), 
q E II, for which 
(i) v&F,q = w,*m’ (i = 1 >*.., R), 
(ii) q(xi,,) = m’(xi,,) (i = I,..., u), 
(iii> dyi,J = m'(yi,,> (i = L..., 4, and 
(10) 
64 II 4 II < 1. 
Proof. For 7 > 0, let 7 = ~(7) > 0 be the positive constant T 
given by Corollary 3 for the linear functionals listed in (9). Set 
01 = ~(1 - [I m’ 11)/2(n + 2~) and let h = hil,iS...il E R” be an n-vector whose 
&St, i,nd,..., i,th components are -a, and whose other components are a. 
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Let hti) denote the ith component of h. Letting h also stand for the (n + 221)- 
vector whose first iz components are the components of h and whose last 2u 
components are zero, /I h !j < ~(1 - 1~ m’ II), so by Corollary 3 there is an 
.y = 3. z,l,...il EII for which 
(i) wi*s = hci) (i = l,..., n); 
(ii) s(&) = 0 (i = l,..., u), 
(iii) S(.qn) = 0 (i = l,..., U), 
(iv) s(lli,J = 0 (i = l,..., u), and 
(v) \:sy < 1 -1jJm’lj. 
Choose y0 > 0 so that 11 yz, /I < al/n? holds whenever 0 < 9 < q, ? 
i = I,..., n. Note that a(~) is bounded as 7 + 0’. Then for every 0 < 7 < Q 
and i, ,..., iz , 
sgn vz~l?sil,ip...il = sgn W$*Si,i,...i, = --I, if i E (iz )~..) i$>, 
= 1, otherwise. 
We may now choose 0 < A, < 1 so that 
v~,n(X1Si,,~2...i, + (1 - AI) &,..+,) = $,&. 
Setting g = gil;i,...i, = &sil,i2. ..iz + (1 - h,) sia.. .il , observe that C& g = 
y&m’, g En, g(&) = 0 (i = l)...) 4, &i,,> = 0 (i = l,..., n), g(y& = 0, 
(i = l,..., n>, II g II < 1 - II m’ II, and 
w,*g = h(i) = --CL, if i E {iz )..., il} 
= a, otherwise (i # iI). 
In particular, for i f iI 2 
sgn ~~&g~~,~,...~, = sgn ~v~*g~,,~,...~~ = --I, if i E (iz .‘. il>, 
= 1, otherwise. 
f%Tose now that g = gil...i+:iG+l...il ~17 have been found so that 
and 
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Since j/v& I/ < oI/n2, it follows from (11) that, for i f i, ,..., iti, 
sgn v&g = sgn tvi*g = -1, if i E {id+l ,..., iL} 
= 1, otherwise. 
Thus we may find a 0 < A,,, < 1 so that 
V~+l(X~+lgil...i8;~~+~~~+~...~~ + (1 - &+d gil...i~~i4+z...i,> = y$+lm’. 
Setting 
gi,‘..i~,i8+1;i~+2...il = h~+lgil...iJ;i~+l...i z+ (1 - x &+I) gi,...ie;i&+2...il 
we have that 
g = g. Ll...i$+l:i&+2...il En, 
u&g = y&m’ (i E (il )...) id,,,)), g(t,) = 0, (i = l)...) u), 
g(x~,,) = 0 (i = l,...) U), &!(Yi,,) = 0, (i = l,..., 4, 
II g II < 1 - I/ m’ II, 
and 
wi*g = h(i) = -a, if i E {iti+z ,..., iL} 
= a, otherwise (i # i, ,..., i++J. 
By construction there is therefore a g = g1,2,...,n. E 17 for which v&g = 
y&m’ (i = l,..., n),g(&) = 0 (i = l,..., u>, g(q,> = 0 6 = L..., 4,g(yi,,> = 0 
(i = l,..., u), and II g/I < 1 - I/ m’ /I. Setting q = m’ + g, q ~17, q(xi,,) = 
m’(x+J (i = l,..., 4, ~(Y~,J = m’h,,> G = L..., u), II q II < 1, and 
vz!Vq = vz?Vm’ f vtFng = v,*nmf + y,?,m’ = wi*m ’ (i = 1 n). 1 ,.‘., 
LEMMA 10. Under the notation above, suppose m’ ~17, jl m’ I/ < 1. Then 
there exist positive Q and T’ such that for any 0 < 17 < Q and /I d [/ < Q-G, 
d E Rn, there is an m” E 17 for which 
(i) vi,nm” = w,*m’ + di (i = l,..., n), 
(ii) ma(xi,J = 0 (i = l,..., u), 
(iii) m’( yi,,) = 0 (i = l,..., u), and 
(iv) II m” jl < u. 
Proof. For 0 < 7 < q,, , let 7 = ~(17) > 0 be the positive constant given 
by Corollary 3 for the linear functionals listed in (9). Since R” is finite 
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dimensional, suppose d(l),..., d(“) is a basis of IF!“: and that Ii d(j) ~1 < T for 
eachj = I,..., n. By Corollary 3 there is then an nzj = m(G)) E 17 such that 
u.*m. = d!” (i = I)...) n), mj(ti) = 0 (i = l,..., u), and /, mj /I < 1. 
Lernka 9: there are positive constants yj = I,,) such that given 
0 < 7 < qj there is a qj = e(r) ED for which (10) holds, with 
~:~q; = w,.“m’ 4. d!jJ (i = 1 n). Set y = min[yj ;.j = 0, I,..., PZ]. Then if 
0 < -q < b, < E W”,‘ll[ I/ < 1:“1;~ R”, d = CL1 fjd(j) and 11 dli < m/n, there 
is a 4 EIT for which z&q = w,*m’ + di (i = l:..., n), q(x,,,) = m’(xi,,) 
(i = I,..., u), q(y+,J = m’(y+J (i = l,...: u), and ji q I/ < o. But {d E R”; 
d = x7=, tjd(j’ for some t E R”, // 6 11 < 1, /j d // < Q-/H> contains a nonempty 
open ball about the origin. Set T’ equal to its radius. We need merely show 
that we could in fact choose T’ independent of B for 0 < q < Q, for some 
Y,I~ < y. But by Corollary 5 there is an ,6 > 0 for which it is possible to choose 
the T given by Corollary 3 independently of 7 in the range 0 < q < /Y?s 
Setting Q = min[y, /3] we are done. 1 
CQROLLARV 6. Under the notation above, there exist positive corzsfants 70 s 
r such that 0 < 7 < Q and /j d/I < ~12, d E W implies there is an m’ E 17 
for which 
(i) u;,m’ = di (i = I,..., tz), 
(ii) nz’(x&) = 0 (i = l,..., u), 
(iii) m’(y,,,) = 0 (i = I,..., u), and 
(3 ~8 m’/: -c t3. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 10 twice, once to d(l) = 0 and once to d@’ = d9 
getting an m’; and rni , respectively. Set m’ = rni - rn; . 
Returning to the proof of Theorem 1, pick a positive [I < Q for which 
cbl // y& !I < ~(1 - [j m /I)/4 whenever 0 < E < tl. Choose a [, > 0 so 
that Tc, c (x E [a, b]; j gr(x) - m(x)1 < e/4). Set & = min[{, , E,]. Then for 
0 < 5 < to, set di = -yc$ g, . By Corollary 6, for any f0 < 7 < Q there 
is an m’ E I7 for which 
(i) v&nz’ = -y$(gg - m) (i = l,..., n), 
(ii) m’(xi,J = 0 (i = 1 >a.., 4, 
(iii) m’(y,,,) = 0 (i = I,..., u), and 
t iv> jl Id I/ < (1 - jl m [[)42. 
efine a new sequence of functions h, as 
h&d = g&4 + m’G4 if x E [a, b]\,T, 
= g&4 otherwise. 
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Then he E WA bl, Mtd = f(h), (i = I,..., u), llf- h, II < llf - g, II $ 
II m’ II < 42, and 
wi*h, = vzTn(g, + 74 + y,T,g, 
= wi *g, - yiFcge + y&m 
= vt?,m + yZTcrn 
= w,“m 
= ),&“f, (i = 1 ,*..> n). 
In particular, then, xi* = wi* + xi* 0 xr implies xi*hE = xi*f(i = l,..., 72). 
Finally I/ hE// < jlfj[ = 1, for h, = g, on T,, and 11 g,I/ < 1, while 
on [a, bl\T, gt = m(x), and I m(x)1 < II m II, whence I h,(x)l < II m II + 
(1 - I/ m II)/2 < 1 whenever x E [a, b]\T, . By Proposition C, there is a p E J7 
for which 
(i) xi*p = x,*h, (i = l,..., n), 
(ii) p(tJ = h,(tJ (j = l,..., u), 
(iii> It P II = II AC IL and 
(iv> II hc -P II < 42. 
Since xi*h, = x$*f(i = l,..., n), hg(tj) = f(tJ (j = 
IV- h, II < 42, done. I 
1 ,.a., ~1, II h, II G II fll and 
3. NECESSITY 
Suppose z;*,..., z k* is an arbitrary SAIN sequence on C[a, b], and set 
z = (z;*,..., zk*). We find a different basis of Z as follows: if z;*,..., zk* is 
nonextremal for C[a, b]\D, let zl*,..., z, * be y1 arbitrary linearly independent 
elements of Z. Otherwise, let zl* be a nonzero linear functional in Z which is 
extremal with respect to C[a, b]\n. If Z = (zl*) @ 2,) and the elements of 
Z, are all nonextremal for C[a, b]\17, let z~*,..., z,* be arbitrary linearly 
independent elements of Z, . Otherwise let z2* be a nonzero functional in Z, 
which is extremal on C[a, b]\17. Continuing in this manner we may find a 
maximal sequence of linearly independent functionals zl*,..., zT*, each of 
which is extremal on C[a, b]\ll. We then let z:+r ,..., z,* be arbitrary 
functionals in Z such that zl*,..., z,* are .linearly independent. By Lemma 2, 
a SAIN functional is extremal on C[a, b]\lT if and only if it is finitely purely 
atomic, while z:+~ ,..., z, * forms a SAIN sequence which is nonextremal on 
a& bl\fl. 
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In the previous section we considered the case when the finitely purely 
atomic functionals zl*,..., z,* were point evaluations (one atom only) and 
showed that one had property SAIN holding for such SAIN sequences. We 
now handle the case when the zr*,..., z,,* may have more than one atom 
apiece. 
Observe first that Theorem 1 implies that the triple (C[a, b], fl, 
(zl* )...) zr*, z$ )...) z,“}) has property SAIN whenever the (finitely many) 
atoms of zr* ,..., z,*, call them t, ,..., t, , are such that the sequence 
et- ,..., ,* q‘ 2 LTfl ,..., &a * is a SAIN sequence. For if g E C[a, b] and E > 0 is 
arbitrary, if there must exist a p E l7 for which 
(i) p(ti) = g(ti) (i = l,..., u), 
(ii) Zj”p = Zj*g (j = r + l,..., PZ), 
(iii) :/p /I = 11 g j/, and 
(iv> ILg-Pil <E, 
then 
z.* = iI &jet, ) 
implies 
69 zj*p = zj*g (j = l,..., P) 
also. Furthermore Lemma 3 and Corollary 2 show that relatively few points 
of [a, b] can be such that et1 ,..., etU , z:+~ ,..., z,* is not a SAIN sequence. 
Thus in a certain sense, the triple (C[a, b], IT, (zl*,~,., z,+)) will have properly 
SAIN holding at least for almost all SAIN sequences. 
LEMMA 11. Suppose x1*, x2*,..., x,* is a S&V sequence on C[a, b], 
x,,* purely jinitely atomic and x2*,..., x,* nonextremal on C[a, b]\17. If 
f’~ C[a, b] is such that I x,*fl < 11 x1* I~, then given E > 0 there is a p EL! 
for which 
(i) xi*p = xi*f (i = l,..., n) 
(ii) I!p 1; = iifii, and 
(iii) ;J- p :I < E. 
Proof. If fc Ll, trivial. Thus suppose f~ C[a, b]\ll, 1lfll = 1, and 
x* E (x1* )..., x,“)\(O). If x* E (x2* )...) x,” )\(O}, by hypothesis / x*f i < i/ x* 1:. 
Thus suppose x* = &x1* $ Cy-, &xi*, with & # 0, Since x* is a SAIN 
functional, it is either purely finitely atomic, in IjIIP with support [a, b], or 
else nonextremal on C[a, b]. But x* finitely purely atomic implies CT=, fjxj* 
is. also (or else is the zero functional). Since CP3 L$jXj” is nonextremal on 
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C[a, b]\U, it is not purely finitely atomic. If x* E &.q with support x* = [a, b], 
j x*fl = II x* 11 if and only if f = &II in. Thus necessarily x* must be 
nonextremal on C[a, b], and hence 1 x*f / < 11 x* I/. If x* E (x1*), 1 x,*ffi < 
I/ x,*ffii by hypothesis. Since x* E (x1*,..., x,*)\(O) was arbitrary, x1*,..., x,* 
is nonextremal forf, whence by Lemma 1 the conclusion follows. 1 
LEMMA 12. Oppose x1*,..., x,* is a SAIN sequence on C[a, b], xl*finitely 
purely atomic andx2*,..., x,* nonextremal on C[a, b]\.ll. Suppose T = {t, , . . . , tU} 
is the set of atoms of x1*, and w.” = xj* 0 x[~,J\~ (j = 2 ,..., n). If w2* ,..., w,* 3 
is nonextremal on C[a, b]\Ii, then given E > 0 andf E C[a, b] arbitrary, there 
is a p E 17 for which 
(i) xi*p = xi*f (i = l,..., n), 
60 II P II = llf II, and 
(iii) IIf--p/l < E. 
Proof. Suppose that /j f 11 = 1. By Lemma 1 there is an m E 17 for which 
(i) wj*m = wj*f (j = 2,..., n), 
(ii> II m II < Ilf II3 and 
(iii) j/f - m Ij < e/4. 
Observing the proof of Theorem 1 closely, the fact that et1 ,..., etU ,
* 
x2 >**., x,* was a SAIN sequence was critical only in obtaining such an m E I7 
as above (the choice of x$,~ , yi,?l using Corollary 2 so that the sequence in (9) 
is a SAIN sequence may be modified by employing Lemma 4 in place of 
Corollary 2 and getting the sequence of linear functions in (9) to be linear 
independent, and the linear independence of the sequence (9) was all that was 
really used in the balance of the proof). Hence repeating the proof of 
Theorem 1 yields the desired conclusion. 1 
Lemmas 11 and 12 give sufficient conditions in order that a SAIN sequence 
* x1*> x2 ,..., XTZ * with x1* finitely purely atomic and x2*,..., x,* nonextremal 
on C[a, b]\L7 be such that the triple (C[a, b], 17, {x1*,..., x,*}) have property 
SAIN. We now show that the hypotheses for at least one of Lemmas 11 and 12 
must be satisfied for x1*,..., x,* a SAIN sequence with x1* purely finitely 
atomic and x2*,..., x,* nonextremal. 
LEMMA 13. Suppose x1*,..., x,* is a SAIN sequence on C[a, b], x1* 
purely finitely atomic and x2*,..., x,* nonextremal on C[a, b]\Il. Suppose 
T = {tl ,..., t,} = supp x1* and wj* = xj* 0 x[~,~I\~ (j = 2,..., n). Then there 
cannot exist a g E C[a, b]\17 and a w* E (w2*,..., w,*)\(O) for which both 
(0 I xl*g I = II x1* II II Al, and 
(ii> I w*g I = II w* II II g II 
unless w * should also be finitely purely atomic. 
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.&oojI Suppose not and let x* E (x2*,...; s,*)\{O> be such that 
w* = x* o X[a.?Jl\r . Then x* = w* + Cy=, aieti for some N = (#xi) E R”. 
By hypothesis (ii) g E C[a, b]‘,,Il must be such that 
if x E supp w-T*, 
if x E supp w-*. 
In particular g continuous requires that supp w+* n supp W* = ‘2, and 
g f ?I requires then that supp w* f [a, b]. But x* must be a SATN functional 
(since x1*, x* is a SAIN sequence) and so Lemma 2 requires that 
either x* is finitely purely atomic, has support [a: b], or else that 
supp x+* n supp x-” f m. .x* being finitely purely atomic implies w* is 
aIso, and likewise supp x* = [a, b] implies supp w+ = [a, b], neither of 
which are true. Hence supp xi-* n supp x-* f a. 
Suppose that x1* = CyE1fiie,, and that T = (tl ,~.., f,,) is such that 
tj E supp x+* (i = l,..., s), ti E supp x-* (i = s + l,..., s’), and t; 6 supp x* 
(j = s’ + l,..., t/j, 0 < s < s’ < u with either s 3 1 or s’ 3 s + I (or both). 
Let y = max(, CQ l/i pi i; i = I,..., s’> and consider the functional ;* = 
x* t 7.~~“. Since hypothesis (i) requires that 
we observe that .z” is neither finitely purely atomic, does not have support 
[a, O], and that supp z-* n supp ZY+ = D (for z* = x* f yxl* = w* + 
Gil, (ai + y,Q e,. + Cy=,,,, (ai + y&) eti and we observe that O+ -L ypi > 0 
if 1 < i < s, while 01~ + ypi < 0 if s + 1 < i < s’). Hence z* is a non- 
SAIN linear functional, contradicting the assumption that x1* 3..., .y, + is a 
SAIN sequence on C[a, b]. 
Remark 2. If x1* ,..., x7*, .x:+~ ,..., x,* is a SATN sequence with 
* XI ,. ..) x, * finitely purely atomic and x9:71 ,..., x,* nonextremal on C]rr, b]\fl, 
and iffE C[a, 61, l]f!i = 1 is such that i xi*f; = :I xi* 11 for each i = l,...; I, 
it is possible to replace x1*,...: x,.* by a z* such that given ap ~17. j’p :I < I, 
xi*p = x<y(i = l,..., ~2) if and only if z*p = z*f. Moreover this z* will be 
such that ) z:j- = ,I z* ,I. Thus without loss of generality we may suppose 
that for a given ,f~ C[a, b], iIf = I, that 1 x*fi < 11 x* /’ for every 
x* E (x2*,..., x,.“)\(O). 
Remark 3. Actually it is possible to improve on Remark 2 by following 
a procedure similar to that in obtaining the zl*,..., z,* from the z;*,..., z’,* 
specified at the beginning of this section. For, if fe C[aa: b]\fT, ~Ifii = 1 is 
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arbitrary, let zl* E X = (x1*,..., x,*)\(O) be such that j zl*fl = 11 zl* 
such exist), z2 * E X so that. zl* and z2* are linearly independent ‘Lt$ 
/ zz*fl = 11 z2* /I,..., z,* E X so that zl*,..., zT* are linearly independent and 
I ZT”f I = II ‘--7” * jl. We then find a 0 < r < y1 so that the sequence of 
zl*,..., z, * is maximal (i.e., so that z,*,, ,..., z,* is nonextremal for f if 
Zl * * ,.‘., z,*, z,+1 ,..., z, * are linearly independent elements and a basis for X). 
By Remark 2, it is possible to replace zl*,..., z,* by an equivalent (sense 
specified in Remark 2) extremal finitely purely atomic functional z*, and 
we find ourselves considering the case dealt with in Lemmas 11-13. Thus 
given an f E C[a, b] and E > 0 arbitrary it is possible to conclude whether 
there existp EDfor which (i) xi*p = x$*f(i = l,..., n), (ii) IIp [I = Ilfjl, and 
(iii) ij.f- p !I < E on the basis of the linear functionals x1*,..., x,* alone, a 
sufficient condition being that x1*,..., x,* form a SAIN sequence on C[a, b]. 
In other words we have shown that: 
THEOREM 2. The triple (C[a, b],I7, {x1*,..., x,*}) has property SAIN if 
and only if the sequence x1*,..., x,* is a SAIN sequence. 
4. SOME EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 4.1. 
Xl *- - e1/8 ? 
J’ 
112 
x2* = . dx - eli4 , 
0 
s 314 x3 * = 3e,,, - 2e,,, - * dx. 0 
Here x1*, x2*, x3* is not a SAIN sequence on C[O, l], since 
2x,* f x2* + x3* = 2e,,, - J$ . dx is not a SAIN functional. Hence 
(cm 11, J-6 1x,*, x2*, x3*}) does not have property SAIN. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. 
r 
1 
Xl 
*= . dx - e114 - e518, 
'0 
Here x1*, x2* is a SAIN sequence which is nonextremal on C[O, I]. Hence 
property SAIN holds. 
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EXAMPLE 4.3. 
x1* = e1t4 + e1i2, 
rationals in [3/4, I]. 
Here x1*, x2* is a SAIN sequence, x, * is finitely purely atomic with atoms 
l/4, 112, and e114, e1i2, x2* is also a SAIN sequence. Since x0” is non- 
extremal, property SAIN holds. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. 
xl* = e1t2 + e314 - UP) elh 9 
.I 
l/2 
x2* = ell, -k e3,4 + . dx - elii . 
0 
Here x1*, x2* is a SAIN sequence, x1* is finitely purely atomic with atoms 
l/4, l/2, 314; x2* is nonextremal, and ei,*, el,, , e3,4, x2* is not a SAIN 
sequence (x2* - el12 - es14 + el14 = Jy” . d x is not a SAIN functional). On 
the other hand, if g E C[a, b], 11 g 1~ = 1 is such that 1 xl*g I = :j .x1* ‘) then 
(wlog)g(1/2) = g(3/4) = 1, g(1/4) = -1, whence 1 +g I < 1 u’* II where 
143 = Jy” . dx. H ence property SAIN holds. 
5. GENERALIZATIONS? 
The characterizations obtained in Sections 2 and 3 and summarized as 
Theorem 2 in Section 3 assume that the dense subspace M of C[a, 6] is the 
polynomials 17. Actually this is somewhat stronger an assumption than 
necessary. For example, if M should be any dense subalgebra (containing the 
constants) of the polynomials fl, identically the same characterizations as 
given in Theorem 2 hold. In fact, if M is any dense subalgebra of C[a, 67 
for which the SAIN functionals with respect to A4 are the same as those -with 
respect to 17, the same conclusion may be true (is true if in addition any 
~92 E M can attain its norm only finitely often). 
For more general dense subspaces of C[a, b], the characterizations anal- 
ogous to Theorem 2 appear to vary to some extent. One underlying reason 
is that the SAIN functionals with respect to different dense subspaces can 
differ to some extent (e.g., consider the SAIN functionals of a dense sub- 
algebra not containing the constant functions. Type ii (positive or negative 
linear functionals with support [a, b]) are no longer SAIN functionals then). 
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A special example of dense subalgebras 44 that we can immediately give 
characterizations analogous to Theorem 2 are the subspaces of the form: 
M = M(D) = (f~ C[a, b]; f coincides with a polynomial 
in each connected component of [a, b]\D}, (W 
where D is a finite union of subintervals of [a, b]. Moreover, considering 
such subspaces M as in (12) is equivalent to considering the underlying 
function space to be C(T), where T is a disjoint union of compact intervals 
and M is the direct sum of the spaces of polynomials on each component of T. 
For all these special cases, the corresponding characterizations eem to 
possess underlying similarities to those when M = 17 (in particular, every 
SAIN sequence seems to be such that property SAIN holds). Perhaps a 
closer examination and determination of these similarities would allow one 
to produce characterizations of property SAIN for more dense subalgebras 
(and subspaces). 
It should be noted that although the use of an interval was fundamental 
to the proof, the type of characterizations obtained ought also to be valued 
for more general function spaces C(T), T not one-dimensional. 
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